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Darkstalker Wings Of Fire
Legends
This special edition of the #1 New York Times bestselling
Wings of Fire series soars back in time to give readers a
glimpse of Pyrrhia through new eyes. In the shadow of
wings . . . humans fight for survival. Ivy doesn't trust the
Dragonslayer. He may be her father and the beloved ruler
of Valor, but she knows he's hiding more than the
treasure from the sand dragon he killed two decades
ago.Leaf doesn't trust dragons. They're the reason his
favorite sister, Wren, is dead, and now he'll do whatever it
takes to slay even one.Wren doesn't trust anyone. She
swore off humans after her village tried to sacrifice her to
the dragons. She only has one friend, a small, wonderful
mountain dragon named Sky, and they don't need anyone
else.In a world of dragons, the humans who scramble
around underfoot are easy to overlook. But Ivy, Leaf, and
Wren will each cross paths with dragons in ways that
could shape the destiny of both species. Is a new future
possible for all of them . . . one in which humans can look
to the skies with hope instead of fear?
Saving the multiverse is no game in this New York Times
bestseller! When the Demon Queen shows up in her
bedroom, smelling of acid and surrounded by evil-looking
bees, twelve-year-old Kiranmala is uninterested. After all,
it's been weeks since she last heard from her friends in
the Kingdom Beyond, the alternate dimension where she
was born as an Indian princess. But after a call to action
over an interdimensional television station and a visit with
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some all-seeing birds, Kiran decides that she has to once
again return to her homeland, where society is fraying, a
terrible game show reigns supreme, and friends and foes
alike are in danger. Everyone is running scared or
imprisoned following the enactment of sudden and unfair
rules of law.However, things are a lot less clear than the
last time she was in the Kingdom Beyond. Kiran must
once again solve riddles and battle her evil Serpent King
father -- all while figuring out who her true friends are, and
what it really means to be a hero.
Discover the first four dragon-bite-sized Winglets stories
from the #1 New York Times bestselling Wings of Fire
series, now newly available together!
Write your legend, draw your destiny, and take flight The
legend starts with you Do you love to draw or write? Do
you want to tell your very own dragon stories? In this
official Wings of Fire journal, you'll gather story ideas,
create awesome dragon characters, imagine new worlds,
and decide how YOU want to tell your story. With
guidance from Tui T. Sutherland, you'll be able to engage
with the Wings of Fire series in a more interactive and
exciting way than ever before Get ready to spread your
wings in this guide to telling your very own story with Tui
T. Sutherland, the #1 New York Times bestselling author
of the Wings of Fire series
Runaway
Wings of Fire: A Guide to the Dragon World
an award-winning novel about love and fame
Talons of Power
Game of Stars (Kiranmala and the Kingdom Beyond #2)

“Librarians often say that every book is not for every
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child, but The True Blue Scouts of Sugar Man
Swamp is” (The New York Times). Meet Bingo and
J’miah, raccoon brothers on a mission to save Sugar
Man Swamp in this rollicking tale and National Book
Award Finalist from Newbery Honoree Kathi Appelt.
Raccoon brothers Bingo and J’miah are the newest
recruits of the Official Sugar Man Swamp Scouts.
The opportunity to serve the Sugar Man—the
massive creature who delights in delicious sugar
cane and magnanimously rules over the swamp—is
an honor, and also a big responsibility, since the rest
of the swamp critters rely heavily on the intel of
these hardworking Scouts. Twelve-year-old Chap
Brayburn is not a member of any such organization.
But he loves the swamp something fierce, and he’ll
do anything to help protect it. And help is surely
needed, because world-class alligator wrestler
Jaeger Stitch wants to turn Sugar Man swamp into
an Alligator World Wrestling Arena and Theme Park,
and the troubles don’t end there. There is also a
gang of wild feral hogs on the march, headed
straight toward them all. The Scouts are ready. All
they have to do is wake up the Sugar Man. Problem
is, no one’s been able to wake that fellow up in a
decade or four… Newbery Honoree and Kathi
Appelt’s story of care and conservation has received
five starred reviews, was selected as a National
Book Award finalist, and is funny as all get out and
ripe for reading aloud.
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Large Print s increased font size and wider line
spacing maximizes reading legibility, and has been
proven to advance comprehension, improve fluency,
reduce eye fatigue, and boost engagement in young
readers of all abilities, especially struggling,
reluctant, and striving readers.
The #1 New York Times bestselling series continues
with a thrilling revelation -- three brand-new tribes of
dragons! Growing up in the hives, Cricket has
always had a million questions. Why are trees
forbidden, even in art? Why do her parents seem to
hate her? And the biggest, most dangerous and
secret question of all: Why is Cricket immune to
Queen Wasp's powers? Whenever the queen takes
control of all the HiveWings, speaking through their
mouths and seeing through their eyes, Cricket has to
hide, terrified of being discovered. Now she's hiding
again, wanted for stealing the Book of Clearsight
along with her new SilkWing friends, Blue and
Swordtail, and the fierce LeafWing, Sundew. The
fugitives need answers, and fast, in order to prevent
a LeafWing attack. But Cricket has more questions
than ever. How can she stay hidden and discover
the queen's deadliest secret? And if she does
succeed -- can a powerless dragonet really do
anything to topple a regime and stop a war?
'Heartbreaking, beautiful, epic. I loved it' KIRAN
MILLWOOD HARGRAVE Author of The Mercies
'Blindingly brilliant . . . I cannot wait to read
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everything she writes' DAISY JOHNSON Author of
Everything Under and Sisters She was never meant
to be an ordinary woman, reading out her history as
if it belonged to us. She was more than that. She
was the way of learning the world. It was the last
time most of us would see her but we didn't know
that then. Aida is the defining rock star of her age;
her every move observed, examined and owned by
a devoted, cultish fanbase. When she disappears
without a trace into a complicated love affair they are
determined to find her, uncover her truths and own
her once more. Aida and Ehsan reconnect after a
decade apart, hoping to recapture the innocent, lost
love of their youth. Before long, their connection is
strained by secrets and jealousies and the past
begins to blur with their present as they follow in the
footsteps of mythic lovers before them. The Giant
Dark is an award-winning debut novel about love
and fame. Inspired by the myth of Orpheus and
Eurydice, it explores the consuming and devastating
effects of using a lover as a muse. 'Rich and
immersive . . . A book to lose yourself in' JULIA
ARMFIELD Author of Salt Slow 'A brilliant,
intoxicating reimagining. A heady brew of art, love
and its cataclysmic impact' IRENOSEN OKOJIE
Author of Nudibranch
A Laugh-out-loud Sweet Romantic Comedy
The Menagerie
Warriors: The Broken Code #4: Darkness Within
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The Hidden Kingdom
The Dark Secret

Overjoyed to be reunited with her fellow oceandwelling dragons, Tsunami the SeaWing continues
efforts to end the war for Pyrrhia in spite of a
dangerous assassin who is threatening all their lives.
Dive into the world of Wings of Fire like never before! In
this guide, all-new art and maps will be joined by
exclusive stories and folklore from Tui Sutherland. Each
chapter of the Guide will take an in-depth look at the
tribes of Pyrrhia and Pantala, bringing to life the
history, mythology, and folklore of this beloved world in
a truly spectacular and gift-worthy way.
Get ready for dragons, robots, and an even more
dangerous quest in this hilarious, unputdownable
sequel to The Adventurer's Guide to Successful
Escapes. Anne, Penelope, and Hiro are nominated for
Best Illegal Quest That Nearly Destroyed the Entire
World at the annual Quest Academy Awards, but they
barely get to enjoy it before a strange boy tricks Anne
into activating a new quest. Her charge: kill the dragon
queen. The problem is, Anne doesn't want to kill any
dragons. But the mysterious boy does, even if it means
igniting a devastating war between people and
dragons. The only chance Anne and the others have to
stop it is to get to the queen first. Along the way, they'll
have to navigate ancient mines, avoid erupting
volcanoes, outsmart robots, and survive the dragon
trials. And, of course, get a passing grade on their
quest. Packed with action, humor, and endless heart,
this is a truly irresistible middle grade fantasy tale.
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In the thrilling conclusion to the Avatars trilogy, avatars
all over the world search for an end to the battle
between the gods.
The Flames of Hope
Carolina Mist
My First Disney Classics Bedtime Storybook
Assassin (Wings of Fire: Winglets #2)
Minecraft: The Dragon
Three things I've learned this week: 1) Never fall for a client
2) Never fall for your best friend 3) And most importantly,
never fall for your back-up guy ...especially if they're all the
same person. Zara Huntington-Ross wants to get married.
She's had more dating disasters than you can poke a longstemmed red rose at. But she needs a safety net, someone
to fall back. So, she agrees to a pact with her best friend,
Asher McMillan: if neither of them are married by the time
she turns 35, they'll get hitched. That's five full years of
searching for The One. Surely she'll meet Mr. Right by then?
The problem is she doesn't know Asher quite as well as she
thinks. Taking a job redecorating his bachelor pad, Zara
learns he has hidden depths-depths that tug at her
heartstrings. Hard. And then disaster strikes. She starts to
develop feelings for him, the guy who doesn't do
relationships. It's getting complicated, and Zara doesn't
need complicated. But could her back-up guy be The One
after all? Never Fall for the Back-Up Guy is the first book in
the It's Complicated series and can easily be read as a
standalone novel. It is a spin-off of the Love Manor
Romantic Comedy series. Catch up with all your favorite
Love Manor characters and meet some new ones in this fun,
laugh-out-loud rom com with a smart and sassy British
heroine and a swoon-worthy American hero.
From the New York Times bestselling author of the Wings of
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Fire series, Tui T. Sutherland, and her sister, Kari
Sutherland, comes the Menagerie series, perfect for fans of
Brandon Mull’s Fablehaven series and The Spiderwick
Chronicles. In the small town of Xanadu, Wyoming lies the
Menagerie, a top secret facility filled with unicorns, dragons,
phoenixes, and other fairy tale creatures. At least, it was a
secret—until six griffin cubs escaped. If Logan and Zoe don’t
get the cubs back fast, the entire Menagerie will be shut
down. The race is on and the resulting adventure is only the
beginning of a thrilling series that will leave readers wanting
a magical menagerie of their very own.
WINGS OF FIRE comes to a thrilling conclusion in this actionpacked finale! It all comes down to this: The Dragonets of
Destiny must finally bring the epic war to an end, reconcile
the seven tribes, and choose the next queen of Pyrrhia...
and make it out alive.
Three dragons. One unavoidable, unpredictable destiny. The
first-ever special edition of the New York Times-bestselling
Wings of Fire series soars back in time to the origin of
Pyrrhia's most dangerous dragon: Darkstalker. 5 5/16 x 7
5/8.
Darkstalker
Avatars, Book Three: Kingdom of Twilight
Never Fall for Your Back-Up Guy
The Winglets Quartet (The First Four Stories)
A Winglets Collection

The magic of Droon explodes with the firstever Special Edition! An enhanced eyecatching package with foil and a special
sticker bind-in make this book irresistible
for DROON fans! Magic is on the move...
into the real world. As Eric and his friends
venture beyond the jeweled door and down
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the dark stairway, they enter a whole new
chapter in their Droon adventures. They
enter the "Upper World" -- our world. In this
exciting special edition, for the first time
ever, the magical world of Droon is
expanding into the real world. Wizards,
goblins, and all kinds of magical mischief
are in store -- and this time, it's not just a
wonder of Droon. It's a reality.
Three dragons. One unavoidable,
unpredictable destiny. This is the
beginning... of the end. In the SeaWing
kingdom, a young prince learns he is an
animus -- capable of wonderful magic that
comes with a terrible price. In the mind of a
NightWing dragonet, a thousand futures
unfold -- and almost all of them, she knows,
lead to disaster and destruction. And under
three full moons and the watchful eyes of
his NightWing mother and IceWing father,
the most powerful dragon Pyrhhia will ever
know is clawing his way out of his egg.
Darkstalker, the dragon who will change the
world forever. Long before the SandWing
war, lifetimes before the Dragonet
Prophecy... darkness is born.
Everyone knows the legends... but does
anyone know the truth? Fiercetooth, a
NightWing obsessed with what could
haveand should havebeen. Deathbringer,
desperate to prove himself as the next
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great NightWing assassin. Six-Claws, a loyal
SandWing, who will soon find that loyalty
comes with a price. Foeslayer the
NightWing, a dragon in love turned
kidnapper, and Prince Arctic of the
IceWings, a runaway turned captive. In
these four short stories, dig deeper into the
world of Pyrrhia to discover what really
happened.
Fans of the New York Times bestselling
Wings of Fire series won't want to miss this
all-new story set in the dangerous world of
dragons! Fierceteeth knows she could have
been a dragonet of destiny. She's a much
better NightWing than that weird brother of
hers, Starflight. Her dreams of glory have
been painfully scorched, though, and now
she and Strongwings are captives in the
SandWing prison, waiting to be put on trial.
Fierceteeth just wants a chance to tell her
side of the story -- before it's too late. Tui T.
Sutherland, author of the bestselling Wings
of Fire series, soars further into the world of
Pyrrhia's dragons than ever before! In these
brand-new short stories, fans will meet old
friends and new ones, uncover shocking
secrets, and learn more about the terrible
challenges that will test all dragonkind!
Each story is available exclusively in e-book
and is the perfect read for Wings of Fire
fans who just can't wait for the next book in
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the series!
The Brightest Night (Wings of Fire #5)
The Poison Jungle
The Dragonet Prophecy
The Adventurer's Guide to Dragons (and
Why They Keep Biting Me)
An Official Minecraft Novel
Three dragons. One unavoidable, unpredictable
destiny. This is the beginning ... of the end.
Fans of the New York Times bestselling Wings of Fire
series won't want to miss this all-new story set in the
dangerous world of dragons! Fierceteeth knows she
could have been a dragonet of destiny. She's a much
better NightWing than that weird brother of hers,
Starflight. Her dreams of glory have been painfully
scorched, though, and now she and Strongwings are
captives in the SandWing prison, waiting to be put on
trial. Fierceteeth just wants a chance to tell her side
of the story-before it's too late.
The seven dragon tribes have been at war for
generations, locked in an endless battle over an
ancient, lost treasure. A secret movement called the
Talons of Peace is determined to bring an end to the
fighting, with the help of a prophecy - a foretelling
that calls for great sacrifice. Five dragonets are
collected to fulfill the prophecy, raised in a hidden
cave and enlisted, against their will, to end the
terrible war. But not every dragonet wants a destiny.
And when the select five escape their underground
captors to look for their original homes, what has
been unleashed on the dragon world may be far more
than the revolutionary planners intended...
The five dragonets of the prophecy are hoping to hide
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in safety in the RainWing kingdom, and Glory is
hoping to learn more about her own identity, but
when tribe members start disappearing and the old
queen does nothing, it is up to Glory and her friends
to uncover the lurking evil.
Prisoners (Wing of Fire: Winglets #1)
Dragons Beware!
The Giant Dark
Dragonslayer
Darkness of Dragons
Join Thea Stilton and the Thea Sisters on an adventure
packed with mystery and friendship! The Thea Sisters solve a
mystery in the Black Forest!
Thousands of years before the dragonets of destiny were
hatched, another destiny began ... Foeslayer the NightWing
and Prince Arctic of the IceWings are legendary. According to
the myths, before they became the parents of Pyrrhia's most
infamous dragon, Darkstalker, Foeslayer and the NightWings
kidnapped an IceWing prince. The act set off a bitter rivalry
between the tribes that lasted thousands of years. But it all
started so simply: Foeslayer and Arctic fell in love. They just
wanted to be together; instead, a runaway dragon became a
fugitive -- and changed Pyrrhia forever.
New York Times bestselling author Mariah Stewart weaves
the enthralling tale of two kindred spirits reunited after years
apart. On the fast track at a Philadelphia consulting firm,
Abigail McKenna has put her personal life on hold, content to
focus on her professional success. But when she's suddenly
laid off, Abby finds herself with a dwindling savings account
and no promising job prospects. So when a letter arrives
holding the solution to all her financial problems, Abby is
relieved but saddened: Her dear Aunt Leila has passed away,
naming Abby the sole beneficiary of her majestic Victorian
estate in North Carolina. But Abby is in for a few surprises.
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When she travels to claim her inheritance, instead of finding
the elegant mansion of her childhood memories, she
discovers her aunt's home in shambles, and her Aunt's best
friend, Belle, who appears to be staying as a permanent
guest. Although everything about Primrose may have
changed, Abby still has her memories—especially those lazy
summer days and warm summer nights spent with Alex
Kane—a past love she can't forget....
Take flight with the ender dragon in this official Minecraft
novel! When a desert town is threatened by illager raids, a
young adventurer turns to a newborn dragon to save her
home. Zetta is the best potion-maker in the village of Sienna
Dunes. Okay, maybe she’s the only potion-maker in the
village of Sienna Dunes. And maybe her potions don’t
exactly work like they’re supposed to all the time. But when
her village is menaced by a pack of illagers, only Zetta can
see that the traditional ways won’t keep Sienna Dunes safe
anymore. Zetta journeys to her eccentric aunt’s workshop
outside town to search for an answer and finds a lot more
than she bargained for. A mysterious egg hatches into a scaly
creature with purple eyes, black wings, and poisonous breath.
It can’t possibly be the mythical ender dragon . . . can it? And
if it is, can Zetta raise it to be the savior her village needs?
The threat of the illagers is growing fast, and Zetta’s
accidental dragon is growing even faster. With the help of her
two best friends and her daydreaming little cousin, Zetta must
train the scariest (and scaliest) baby in the Overworld. But
when the dragon is fully grown, will it save Sienna Dunes? Or
will it spell the village’s end?
The Lost Heir
Legends)
The True Blue Scouts of Sugar Man Swamp
The Book of My Dreams
Black Forest Burglary (Thea Stilton #30)
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Setting off on an adventure with her
brother, her best friend, and seven
lovelorn princes in tow, Claudette must
find a way to rescue her father and
save her village from the evil sorcerer
Grombach.
The first-ever special edition of the
New York Times bestselling Wings of
Fire series soars back in time to the
origin of Pyrrhia's most dangerous
dragon: Darkstalker. Three dragons. One
unavoidable, unpredictable destiny.
This is the beginning... of the end. In
the SeaWing kingdom, a young prince
learns he is an animus -- capable of
wonderful magic that comes with a
terrible price. In the mind of a
NightWing dragonet, a thousand futures
unfold -- and almost all of them, she
knows, lead to disaster and
destruction. And under three full moons
and the watchful eyes of his NightWing
mother and IceWing father, the most
powerful dragon Pyrhhia will ever know
is clawing his way out of his egg.
Darkstalker, the dragon who will change
the world forever. Long before the
SandWing war, lifetimes before the
Dragonet Prophecy... darkness is born.
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Read along with Disney! Bedtime stories
are classic, even for the littlest
dreamers. Follow along with word-forword narration in this collection of
favorite Disney stories that's perfect
for those cuddly moments!
The #1 New York Times bestselling
series continues! Snowfall didn't
expect to be queen of the IceWings at
such a young age, but now that she is,
she's going to be the best queen ever.
All she has to do is keep her tribe
within IceWing territory, where it's
safe -- while keeping every other tribe
out, where they belong.It's a perfect
and simple plan, backed up by all the
IceWing magic Snowfall can find. That
is, until a storm of unidentified
dragons arrives on her shore, looking
for asylum.The foreigners are
completely strange and, Snowfall is
certain, utterly untrustworthy. But as
she escorts the miserable new tribes
out of her kingdom, Snowfall is forced
to reconsider her plan. Maybe she can
only keep her tribe safe . . . if she's
willing to risk everything.
Wings of Fire: Forge Your Dragon World
The Dangerous Gift (Wings of Fire #14)
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Darkstalker (Wings of Fire: Legends)
Darkstalker (Wings of Fire Special
Edition
Wings of Fire: Winglets Quartet
There are dark secrets in the jungle, though-some that
Sundew is keeping, and some that she's only just
beginning to discover. And now that a new war is upon
them, Sundew and her friends must unearth the oldest
secret in the jungle-even if what they
The #1 New York Times bestselling Wings of Fire series
soars to new heights in the fourth graphic novel
adaptation! In the shadows, trouble is brewing . . .When
Starflight is stolen by his own tribe, he hopes to at least
discover some of the long-held NightWing secrets -what magical powers they really have, who they're allied
with in the war, and where they've been living all this
time.But the truth about Starflight's tribe is more terrible
than he ever imagined: Not only do the NightWings live
in a dark, miserable place, but they've imprisoned
several innocent RainWings there, too. Stranded and
alone, Starflight only wants to get back to his friends. But
the fate of two kingdoms now rests in his talons, and with
no one to save him, Starflight will have to find a way to
be brave . . . before it's too late.
Fans of the New York Times bestselling Wings of Fire
series won't want to miss this all-new story set in the
dangerous and thrilling world of dragons! Before the
brightest night, the NightWings were plotting . . .
Deathbringer is ready to be the next assassin for the
NightWings. If he can just convince them to send him
along on one mission with his mother, Quickstrike, he'll
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prove that he can help the NightWings decide who wins
the war between the dragon tribes of Pyrrhia. But when
their mission takes an unexpected turn, Deathbringer
has a terrible choice to make . . . one that will change his
path forever, and perhaps alter the course of the entire
war . . . Discover the New York Times bestselling Wings
of Fire series with this ebook exclusive origin story!
Author Tui T. Sutherland soars further into the world of
Pyrrhia's dragons than ever before! In these brand-new
short stories, fans will meet old friends and new ones,
uncover shocking secrets, and learn more about the
terrible challenges that will test all dragonkind!
The #1 nationally bestselling Warriors series continues!
Discover more epic adventures in the fourth book in the
action-packed Broken Code story arc. Exiled after a
battle that left all five Clans devastated, ThunderClan's
loyal deputy, Squirrelflight, must bring to light an earthshattering truth: the identity of the cat ruling ThunderClan
while wearing Bramblestar's face. While the fate of his
body hangs in the balance, the real Bramblestar's spirit
has vanished. Even Rootspring is powerless to reach
him--and with tensions among the Clans at a breaking
point, Squirrelflight may not be able to ensure
Bramblestar has a body to return to. If he returns at all.
Packed with action and intrigue, this sixth Warriors series
is the perfect introduction for readers new to the Warriors
world, while dedicated fans will be thrilled to discover the
new adventures that unfold after the events of A Vision
of Shadows.
Wings of Fire: The Dark Secret: A Graphic Novel (Wings
of Fire Graphic Novel #4)
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The Hive Queen
The Magic Escapes (The Secrets of Droon: Special
Edition #1)
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